Abstract. We initiate the study of classical knots through the homotopy class of the nth evaluation map of the knot, which is the induced map on the compactified n-point configuration space. Sending a knot to its nth evaluation map realizes the space of knots as a subspace of what we call the nth mapping space model for knots. We compute the homotopy types of the first three mapping space models, showing that the third model gives rise to an integer-valued invariant. We realize this invariant in two ways, in terms of collinearities of three or four points on the knot, and give some explicit computations. We show this invariant coincides with the second coefficient of the Conway polynomial, thus giving a new geometric definition of the simplest finite-type invariant. Finally, using this geometric definition, we give some new applications of this invariant relating to quadrisecants in the knot and to complexity of polygonal and polynomial realizations of a knot.
Introduction
Finite-type invariants, introduced by Goussarov and Vassiliev [16, 35] , enjoyed an explosion of interest (e.g. [4, 5, 3] ) when Kontsevich, building on work of Drinfeld, showed that they are rationally classified by an algebra of trivalent graphs [21] . The topological meaning of the classifying map (defined by the Kontsevich integral) is poorly understood however, and various attempts have been made to understand finite-type invariants in terms of classical topology. Bott and Taubes, for example, began the study of finite-type invariants via the de Rham theory of configuration spaces [6, 1, 25] . In this paper we begin to construct universal finite-type invariants over the integers, through homotopy theory and differential topology of configuration spaces. As an outcome we find novel topological interpretations of the first nontrivial finite-type invariant.
Finite-type invariants in general, and in particular the simplest such invariant c 2 which is the second coefficient of the Conway polynomial, have been known as self-linking invariants for various reasons. One explanation is that if K + and K − differ by a single crossing change, then c 2 (K + ) − c 2 (K − ) = lk(L 0 ), where L 0 is a link formed by "resolving" the crossing. Bott and Taubes also call c 2 a self-linking invariant because their de Rham formula generalizes the Gauss integral formula for the linking number, as does the Kontsevich integral.
We provide a new perspective on self-linking in the following sense. For technical simplicity, our knots are proper embeddings f of the interval I in I 3 with fixed endpoints and tangent vectors at those endpoints, the space of all such we call Emb(I, I
3 ). Consider the submanifold Co i (f ) of Int(∆ 3 ) consisting of all t 1 < t 2 < t 3 such that f (t 1 ), f (t 2 ) and f (t 3 ) are collinear and such that f (t i ) is between the other two points along the line. See for example , so they have a well-defined linking number. In Section 4, we define ν 2 : π 0 (Emb(I, I
3 )) → Z as this linking number of collinearity submanifolds. In sections 5 and 6, we show ν 2 = c 2 thus giving a new geometric interpretation of this simplest quantum invariant.
We were led to this self-linking construction as part of a more general study. In Section 2, we construct an approximating model for the space of embeddings of an interval in a manifold, Emb(I, M ), n − 1 invariant we mean a knot invariant taking values surjectively in an abelian group such that every type n − 1 invariant factors through this map.
We establish Conjecture 1.1 for n ≤ 3. In section 3 we show that AM 1 (I 3 ) is homotopy equivalent to ΩS 2 , which is connected, and that AM 2 (I 3 ) is contractible. We then cite the well-known fact that there are no non-trivial degree zero or one knot invariants. We focus on n = 3, where our work is grounded in computations similar to those of [30] , in which the last two authors compute rational homotopy groups of spaces of knots in even-dimensional Euclidean spaces. For classical knots, they found that π 0 (AM 3 (I 3 )) is isomorphic to π 3 of the homotopy fiber F of the inclusion S 2 ∨ S 2 → S 2 × S 2 . In fact, in section 3 we establish that AM 3 (I 3 ) Ω 3 F . Classically, π 3 (F ) is well known to be isomorphic to the integers, with the isomorphism given by a linking number or Hopf invariant µ 2 . We show that µ 2 • π 0 (ev n ) = ν 2 = c 2 , the first non-trivial Vassiliev invariant. Higher n will be considered in [7] , in which we plan to define the knot invariants given by π 0 (ev n ) through linking invariants of what we call "coincidence submanifolds" in the parameter space C n [I, ∂]. Constructing knot invariants through Hopf invariants of natural submanifolds of this parameter space is our new perspective on self-linking.
Further evidence for Conjecture 1.1 is the thesis of I. Volic, currently being written, which shows that the Bott-Taubes invariants factor through π 0 (ev 2n ) [36] . Since Bott-Taubes invariants generate the rational vector space of finite type invariants, this shows that π 0 (ev 2n ) rationally classifies finite type invariants. Our approach is complementary in that it is over the integers, and moreover leads to novel geometric consequences, even at the lowest non-trivial degree.
For general three-manifolds M the theory of finite-type invariants is not well understood, and accordingly neither is AM n (M ), whose components do not seem to have an additive structure. Nonetheless, we suspect that Conjecture 1.1 will have an analogue in this setting. It may be helpful to restate the conjecture dually. Define two knots to be n − 1-equivalent if they share all type n − 1 invariants. As proven by Goussarov [16] , knots modulo n − 1 equivalence form an abelian group under connected sum. One can formulate n − 1 equivalence in other ways, as equivalence up to:
• Tying a pure braid in the nth term of the lower central series of the pure braid group into some strands of a knot. [33] • Simple clasper surgeries of degree n. [18] • Capped grope cobordism of class n. [8] Conjecture 1.1 can be restated as saying π 0 (ev n ) induces an isomorphism π 0 (Emb(I, I
3 ))/(n − 1) − equivalence ∼ = π 0 (AM n (I 3 )), and we suspect that different points of view on n − 1 equivalence will be helpful in studying analogues of Conjecture 1.1 for arbitrary three-manifolds.
One of the surprises we encountered during this investigation was that our invariant has a natural interpretation in terms of counting quadrisecants, which by definition are collinearities of four points along the knot. Quadrisecants have appeared previously in knot theory [28, 27, 24] . In Section 7, we explain this connection in detail. This quadrisecant interpretation leads to lower bounds on stick number for polygonal knots and degree of polynomial in terms of c 2 , also explained in section 7.
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Spaces of knots and evaluation maps
The appropriate construction of an evaluation map for knots is our connection between algebraic and geometric topology. Evaluation maps have long been a tool in the study of links. The linking number of a two component link can be understood as the homotopy class of the evaluation map from the space of two points on the link, one on each component, to C 2 (R 3 ), the space of two distinct points in R 3 . Up to homotopy, this is a map from S 1 × S 1 to S 2 , which is thus characterized by degree. This degree is computed by the Gauss integral. In fact, Koschorke has shown [23] that all Milnor linking numbers may be understood through evaluation maps from (S 1 ) k to C k (R 3 ). For knots, the situation is more subtle because one is led to consider maps from the space of configurations on the knot, which is an open simplex, to C k (R 3 ). The technical heart of the matter is what to do "on the boundary" of the configuration space, including what boundary to use in the first place. In [32] the fourth author showed that the appropriate boundary conditions are prescribed when one relates the calculus of embeddings to the evaluation map.
2.1.
Compactifications of configuration spaces. Key technical tools are the Fulton-MacPherson compactifications of configuration spaces. Readers familiar with these constructions may skip most of this section, but should familiarize themselves with our labeling scheme for strata. For manifolds, there are two versions of these compactifications, a projective version which can be defined by an immediate translation of the Fulton-MacPherson construction, and a closely related spherical version which was first constructed by Axelrod and Singer [2] . We use the spherical version, in many ways most natural for manifolds, which up to homeomorphism is just the space M n \ N , where N is a "tubular" neighborhood of the fat diagonal. These compactifications have many properties which are not immediate from the M n \ N model. See [31] for a full development of these compactifications using the following simple construction similar to one given for Euclidean spaces by Kontsevich [22] , though his construction does not result in a manifold with corners.
be the map which sends x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) to the unit vector in the direction of
for a general manifold M by embedding M in some R k in order to define the restrictions of the maps π ij and s ijk , and then taking the closure of
These closures have the following important properties.
is a manifold with corners whose interior is C n (M ), and which thus has the same homotopy type as C n (M ). It is independent of the embedding of M in R k , and it is compact when M is.
• The inclusion of C n (M ) in M n extends to a surjective map p from C n [M ] to M n which is a homeomorphism over points in C n (M ).
• If, in the projection of x ∈ C n [M ] onto M n , some x i = x j , then there is a well-defined v ij ∈ ST M sitting over x i , which we call the relative vector and which gives the "infinitesimal relative position" of x i and x j . For M = R k , this vector is given by the extension of the map π ij , which is in turn the restriction of the projection of B n,k onto the ij factor of S k−1 .
• If f : M → N is an embedding the induced map on open configuration spaces extends to a map, which we call the evaluation map, ev n (f ) :
which preserves the stratification of these spaces as manifolds with corners.
The best understanding of these compactifications comes from their stratification. When M is Euclidean space, these strata are simple to describe once we develop the appropriate combinatorics to enumerate strata. Here, we choose to develop this combinatorics in terms of parenthesizations. Definition 2.4. A (partial) parenthesization P of a set T is an unordered collection {A i } of subsets of T , each having cardinality at least two, such that for any i, j either A i ⊂ A j or A i and A j are disjoint. We denote a parenthesization by a nested listing of elements of the A i using parentheses and equal signs.
For example, (3 = 4), ((1 = 2) = 6) represents a parenthesization of {1, . . . , 6} whose subsets are {3, 4}, {1, 2} and {1, 2, 6}. Definition 2.5. Let Pa(T ) be the set of parenthesizations of T . Define an ordering on Pa(T ) by P ≤ P if P ⊆ P . A total parenthesization is a maximal element under this ordering.
For example, Pa({1, 2, 3}) is given as follows.
(1 = 2 = 3) (1 = 2) (2 = 3) (3 = 1)
∅
In our applications we need the combinatorics of maximal subsets within a parenthesization.
Definition 2.6. From a parenthesization P of T we form a sequence λ i (P) of subsets of P by setting λ 0 (P) = {T } and inductively the elements of λ i+1 (P) are maximal elements, in the ordering given by inclusion of subsets of T , of P \ i k=0 λ k (P). Define an equivalence relation ∼ i on each Q ∈ λ i (P) by x ∼ i y if x, y ∈ Q for some Q ∈ λ i+1 (P). For such a Q, let |Q| be the number of equivalence classes of Q under ∼ i .
Recall that the strata of a manifold with corners form a poset by the relation S < T if S is in the closure of T . We are now ready to describe the strata of
Definition 2.7. Let C n (R k ) be the quotient of C n (R k ) by the action of scaling all points by positive real numbers and by translation of all points.
Theorem 2.8 (See [31] ). If M has no boundary, the poset of strata of
, the codimension of the corresponding stratum S P is the cardinality of P. When M = R k , the stratum S P is diffeomorphic to
For M = R k , we give an informal indication of how the codimension zero stratum C n (R k ) and the codimension one strata C n− +1 (R k )× C (R k ) are topologized together as follows. Let {x i = (x i1 , . . . , x in )} be a sequence of points in C n (R k ), and consider its image in (R k ) n . For {x i } to converge to a point in
n must converge to a point x ∞ = (x ∞1 , . . . , x ∞n ) which has coordinates which coincide, say x ∞j1 = · · · = x ∞j . The other coordinates, x ∞i for i / ∈ {j k }, along with say x ∞j1 define a point in C n− +1 . Moreover, to obtain a point in C (R k ) in the limit from {x i } we must be able to take the limit of {(x ij1 , . . . , x ij )/ ∼} in C (R k ).
In our technical variant of knot theory, the ambient manifold I 3 comes equipped with two points on its boundary to which the endpoints of the interval must map. One case of interest is of course when M is an interval and the two distinguished points are its endpoints. The configuration space of points in the open interval is a union of open simplices. At times, we will compactify the open simplex by embedding it in the standard way in the closed simplex. We call ∆ n = {t = (t 1 , . . . , t n ) : 0 = t 0 ≤ t 1 ≤ · · · ≤ t n ≤ t n+1 = 1} the naive compactification of configurations in the interval and note that our projection map p sends C n [I, ∂] to ∆ n . The compactification C n [I, ∂], which has arisen elsewhere in topology [34] , is a polyhedron with a beautiful combinatorial description. Definition 2.10. A subset A of a totally ordered set S is consecutive if x, z ∈ A and x < y < z implies y ∈ A, and A has two or more elements. An ordered parenthesization of S is one in which all of the subsets in the parenthesization are consecutive.
Definition 2.11. The nth associahedron (or Stasheff polytope), A n , is the polytope whose faces A P n are labeled by the ordered parenthesizations of {0, . . . , n + 1} and where A P n is a face of A P n if P ⊂ P . Alternatively, the barycentric subdivision of A n is isomorphic to the nerve (also known as the realization or the order complex) of the poset of ordered parenthesizations of {0, . . . , n + 1}. The name associahedron comes from the fact that the vertices are labeled by total ordered parenthesizations of {0, . . . , n + 1}, which may be viewed as ways to associate a word with n letters. PSfrag replacements
The 3rd Stasheff polytope A 3 = C 3 [I, ∂] Finally, we include tangent vectors in the picture as follows.
Definition 2.14. Let C n [M ] be defined by the pull-back square
If M has two distinguished points on its boundary with inward-pointing tangent vectors at those points, let C n [M, ∂] be the subspace of C n+2 [M ] of points whose first and last projection onto ST M are given by those distinguished tangent vectors.
2.2. The mapping space model. We are ready to define our mapping space model for knot spaces. As we have mentioned (Theorem 2.3), the evaluation map of a knot f , namely ev n (θ) :
, is stratum preserving. But note as well that for a point t on the boundary of A n such that p(t) has t i = t i+1 = t i+2 , ev n (θ)(t) will, in the decomposition of Theorem 2.8, project onto a point in C 3 (R k ) which is degenerate in the sense that all points are aligned along a single vector, namely the tangent vector to the knot. Definition 2.15. A point x ∈ C n [M ] is aligned if (naming its image in M n by (x 1 , . . . , x n )) for each collection x i = x j = x k = · · · , the relative vectors v ij with i < j are all equal. A point in C n [M ] is aligned if its projection onto C n [M ] is aligned and, if we say x i = x j as above, the relative vector v ij serves as the tangent vector at both x i and x j .
The subspace of a stratum consisting of points which are aligned is called the aligned sub-stratum of that stratum. Definition 2.16. A stratum-preserving map from A n to C n [M, ∂] is aligned if points in its image are aligned. Let AM n (M ) denote the space of aligned stratum-preserving maps from A n to C n [M, ∂]. Let ev n : Emb(I, M ) → AM n (M ) be the map which sends a knot f to its evaluation map ev n (f ).
In [32] the fourth author establishes the following. Theorem 2.17. The map ev n : Emb(I, M ) → AM n (M ) is a model for the nth degree approximation to Emb(I, M ) in the calculus of embeddings.
As mentioned in the introduction, this result implies that the evaluation map captures all the topology of families of knots in ambient spaces of dimension greater than three. Thus, we are motivated to understand the ramifications of this map in knot theory, and in particular are interested in the effect of ev n on components of Emb(I, I
3 ).
3. The homotopy types of the first three mapping space models
In this section, we examine the homotopy types of the first three mapping space models AM i (I 3 ) for i = 1, 2, 3. One may view AM n (I 3 ) as a multi-relative mapping space. Standard fibration sequences in algebraic topology allow one to build such a mapping space with building blocks which are loop spaces. In this section we employ some standard facts about categories of diagrams of spaces in order to organize and simplify such an analysis of AM n (I 3 ). First note that
and an aligned map from A 1 has fixed boundary points, so that
, the space of based maps from a circle to S 2 . Moreover, the map from the space of knots
||f (t)|| . This identification is consistent with the fact that in the calculus of embeddings the first approximation to a space of embeddings is the corresponding space of immersions, which in turn can be identified through the Hirsch-Smale theorem [37] . Because AM 1 [I 3 ] is connected, ev 1 does not give rise to any knot invariants.
We proceed to show that the second mapping space model AM 2 (I 3 ) is contractible, from which we conclude that ev 2 does not give rise to any knot invariants either. This is an analogue of the fact that there are no non-trivial degree zero or one finite-type invariants. Finally, we show that AM 3 (I 3 ) is homotopy equivalent to the third loop space of the homotopy fiber of the inclusion
By enumerating components, we show that the evaluation map ev 3 can give rise to an integer-valued knot invariant, which is the invariant of study in this paper, defined in Section 4.
For the purposes of the differential topology, it is essential to use the Fulton-MacPherson compactifications of configuration spaces. For the purposes of the algebraic topology in this section, however, it is helpful to use a variant of these compactifications called the cosimplicial variant, essentially first defined by Kontsevich [22] and fully developed in [31] . One main advantage is that, when dealing with the configuration space of n points in the interval, this compactification coincides with the naive compactification ∆ n .
Definition 3.1. For a manifold M with embedding in R k let C n [M ] be the closure of the image of
Let π ij denote the extension of the maps of the same name on the interior of C n [M ] which are defined simply by projecting A k,n (M ) onto the ij factor of S k−1 . For a manifold with two distinguished points on its boundary, define
For these compactifications, the combinatorics of the strata which arise in the image of evaluation maps are simplicial. We formalize this stratification as follows. Recall that a (Hurewicz) cofibration is an inclusion of spaces which satisfies the homotopy extension property with respect to any space. Examples of such inclusions include those for which the subspace has a neighborhood which deformation retracts to the subspace, as for example an embedded submanifold or a subcomplex of a CW complex.
Define a ∆ n -space to be a space X = X ∅ and a collection of subspaces X S , one for each S [n], such that if S ⊆ S then X S ⊆ X S , with the inclusion i S ⊂S being a cofibration.
We often use the notation X • for ∆ n -spaces. As one might expect, there is a natural way of making ∆ n into a ∆ n -space. Namely, take ∆ S to be the face for which t i = t i+1 if i ∈ S (recall that t 0 = 0 and t n+1 = 1). We write ∆ n • for this ∆ n -space.
It is straightforward to check that C The following theorem shows that, for the purposes of this section, the corealization |C n • | will replace the mapping space model AM n (I k+1 ). We will use the notation CM n for |C n • | and call it the nth ∆-space model.
Consider the evaluation map for a knot using the cosimplicial compactification ev n :
. Because this evaluation map is aligned and stratum preserving, it defines a point in CM n . The following can be deduced from Theorem 6.2 in [32].
Theorem 3.4. The mapping space model AM n (I k+1 ) is homotopy equivalent to CM n . The maps from Emb(I, I k+1 ) to these mapping spaces given by evaluation maps agree in the homotopy category.
In light of this theorem, we will now analyze the homotopy types of CM 2 and CM 3 . The notion of a fibration of ∆ n -spaces will be helpful in what follows; this is simply a map of ∆ n -spaces with the property that each X S → Y S is a (Hurewicz) fibration in the usual sense. The following lemma is standard, and can be either proven by a straightforward induction or deduced from the axioms for a simplicial model category and the fact that diagram categories (and thus ∆ n -spaces) are enriched simplicial model categories -see [10, 20] .
Lemma 3.5. Let X • be a ∆ n -space such that each X S is a finite CW complex. Then a fibration of
In particular, a fibration of ∆ n -spaces gives rise to a fibration of their corealizations.
Our basic strategy in analyzing CM 2 and CM 3 is to fiber
• is of a form in which its corealization can be shown to be contractible explicitly. For n = 2, π will be an equivalence, and for n = 3 we identify |F 3 • |. Theorem 3.6. The space CM 2 is contractible.
Proof. We declare that our properly embedded knots begin at the "north" side of I 3 and end at the "south" side, in particular so that v 0 (x) = v 3 (x) = * , where * denotes the south pole of S 2 . We make use of the degree one map σ : S 2 → S 2 which collapses the southern hemisphere to the south pole, which gives
Explicitly, we have the following:
We may view a ∆ n -space as a diagram of spaces, one sitting at each barycenter in the n-simplex, with a morphism for each face relation. As a diagram, K 2
• is the following:
It is easy to check that this is a map of ∆ 2 -spaces. Furthermore, the fiber of this map restricted to each C • to Y • is readily seen to be a fibration of ∆ 2 -spaces. It is also easy to see that |Y • | is contractible; unraveling definitions, it is the space of maps from ∆ 2 to S 2 sending the {0} and {2} sides of ∆ 2 to the south pole of S 2 . Since ∆ 2 deformation retracts onto the union of these two sides, the mapping space can be retracted to the constant map ∆ 2 → * . We finish the argument by bootstrapping: the contractibility of |Y • | means that we may replace K 2 • by its fiber over Y • . The next step is to project this fiber to one of the other factors of S 2 , say with v 1 . The corealization of this projection is also contractible, since, unraveling definitions, it is the space of maps from ∆ 2 to S 2 sending the {2} edge (by definition) and the {1} edge (since we are in the fiber over Y • ) to the south pole, which is contractible. Repeating this with the v 2 projection onto S 2 we see that
Note that in our bootstrapping argument, it does matter onto which factor of S 2 we project K
2
• first. The image under the v 1 or v 2 projection does not have a corealization which is readily seen to be contractible without first looking in the fiber of the π 12 projection.
Before proceeding to the next case, we must treat one last technical detail about ∆ n -spaces, namely that of replacing a map by a fibration, as is standard for spaces. Definition 3.7. Let f : X • → Y • be a map of ∆ n -spaces and define the spaces and maps
as follows. Let X S be the space of pairs (x, γ) where x ∈ X S and γ is a path in Y S with γ(0) = f S (x). Inclusions between the X S needed for the ∆ n -structure are defined by using those for X S and Y S . The map i is defined by sending x to (x, c), where c is the constant path at f S (x). The map f is defined by sending (x, γ) to γ(1).
One may check that sending (x, γ) ∈ X S to x ∈ X S defines a homotopy inverse to i as ∆ n -spaces so that i induces an equivalence on corealizations. Moreover, it is easy to check thatf is a fibration.
Theorem 3.8. The space AM 3 (I 3 ) is homotopy equivalent to Ω 3 F , the space of based maps from S 3 to F , the homotopy fiber of the inclusion
Corollary 3.9. The components of AM 3 (I 3 ) are in bijective correspondence with the integers.
Proof. By the theorem, the components of AM 3 (I 3 ) correspond to elements of π 3 (F ). Since π 3 (S 2 ) = Z, we have π 3 (S 2 × S 2 ) = Z 2 and by the Hilton-Milnor theorem [19] ,
Proof of Theorem 3.8. We will be a bit more terse than in the previous proof since the outline of the argument is precisely the same. Once again we begin by defining a relatively simple
with the collapsing map σ (from the previous proof) on the first three factors. We can give K 3
• the structure of a ∆ 3 -space simply by defining the subspaces K • onto the first factor of S 2 (once again, the image of π 12 ). The corealization is manifestly contractible; since Y {2,3} = Y {0} = * , we may define the contraction by deforming ∆ 3 onto the union of this edge and face. Thus we may consider the fiber of K 3 • over Y • . Next consider the projections to S 2 defined by v 1 and v 2 in turn. We claim the corealization of each is contractible; for instance, under the projection v 1 , the {0} face (by definition) and {1} face (by the bootstrap) map to * . The claim follows since ∆ 3 can be contracted to the union of these faces. Proceeding in a symmetric way for the other factors of S 2 shows that |K
3
• | is contractible, as desired. By construction, there is a projection map π :
• so in principal we should be able to identify C 3 • with the fiber of this projection. But, this projection is not a fibration of ∆ 3 -spaces, since in particular it is not a fibration on C 3 ∅ . Using Definition 3.7 we may replace C
• by a C
• which has an equivalent corealization and which does fiber over K
• through a mapπ. Investigating the fiber F • ofπ we see that F S is contractible if S is non-empty, since in these cases π S is a homotopy equivalence which implies thatπ S is as well. A ∆ n -space X • with X S contractible for all non-empty S has a corealization which is homotopy equivalent to Ω n X ∅ . Thus, the corealization of F • is Ω 3 F ∅ . But by definition F ∅ is the homotopy fiber of the projection π 12 × π 23 × π 13 from C 3 (R 3 ) to (S 2 ) 3 . By looking at the fiber of π 12 (which is by itself a fibration) this is the same as the fiber of π 13 × π 23 from R 3 \ {a 1 , a 2 } to S 2 × S 2 where in this case π 13 sends z ∈ R 3 \ {a 1 , a 2 } to the unit vector from a 1 to z (and similarly for π 23 ). Retracting R 3 \ {a 1 , a 2 } onto S 2 ∨ S 2 we see that π 13 × π 23 coincides with the inclusion
4. Linking of collinearity manifolds 4.1. Definition of ν 2 . In this section we formalize the definition of our self-linking invariant ν 2 . As mentioned in the introduction, the invariant is defined through collinearities on the knot, in particular by constructing cobordism invariants of submanifolds defined by collinearities in parameter space for the knot. In order to proceed we need to address technicalities about collinearity submanifolds of compactified configuration spaces.
Definition 4.1. Define Co i (I k ) to be the subspace of C 3 (I k ) consisting of configurations of points x = (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) such that {x 1 , x 2 , x 3 } ⊆ L where L is a straight line in R k , and in that line x i is between the other two points. Alternatively, Co i (I k ) is the preimage of the submanifold of S k−1 × S k−1 defined by pairs u × −u under the map π ij × π ik .
As mentioned in Theorem 2.3, the maps π ij extend to smooth maps from C n [I k , ∂] to S k−1 simply by restricting the projection of B n,k onto the ij factor of S k−1 . Also, let pi ij : C n (R k ) → S k−1 be the unique map which factors π ij through C n (R k ). Using the decomposition of Theorem 2.8 and the coordinates around these strata given in [31] , we deduce that π ij × π ik restricted to a stratum S P on the boundary of
It will be helpful at times to be more explicit about some of the boundary of • In S (i=j) , consisting of pairs (
• In S (1=2=3) , consisting of equivalence classes in C 3 (R k ) which are represented by collinear triples.
• In S ((i=j)=k) , consisting of points represented by
For the sake of transversality arguments we choose the boundary points on I 3 , as needed for the definitions for Emb(I, I
3 ) and AM n (I 3 ), to be ( Proof. We may establish this inductively over the strata of A 3 using the Extension Theorem from [17] . The images under g of the vertices of A 3 , which are fixed by choosing boundary points and vectors in I 
In the interest of defining knot invariants directly, we also show that the evaluation map of a knot can be made transverse to collinearity submanifolds by a small isotopy of the knot. Proof. Let sk i (A n ) be the i-skeleton of A n . For any knot f :
] by our choice of endpoint data for f . Transversality of ev 3 (f ) over sk 1 (A 3 ) can be guaranteed by demanding that the tangent lines to f do not intersect f (0) or f (1), clearly a generic condition.
For the two-skeleton investigate the transversality face-by-face. Collinear points in A correspond, combining Proposition 4.3 with the definition of the evaluation map, to pairs of times s, t such that the tangent line of f at s intersects the knot at f (t). Informally, transversality requires that small variations of s and t should give rise to a two-dimensional family of non-collinear triples. Formally, this means that the three vectors f (s) − f (t), f (t) and f (s) are linearly independent. This condition has a simple geometric interpretation. Provided the knot f has everywhere non-zero curvature, the map exp : I × (R − {0}) → R 3 given by exp(t, h) = f (t) + hf (t) is an immersed submanifold of R 3 . The above transversality condition is equivalent to the condition that f intersects the image of exp transversally, which is a generic condition. The fact that non-zero curvature is a generic condition for knots follows quickly from the Frenet-Serret Theorem [26] .
Finally, for an interior point (t 1 , t 2 , t 3 ) ∈ A φ 3 the transversality condition is that for a collinear triple, the four vectors f (t 1 ) − f (t 2 ), f (t 1 ),f (t 2 ),f (t 3 ) must span I 3 . While difficult to see intuitively, this is straightforward to prove formally. Consider the map Φ : SO 3 × I 3 → (I 2 ) 3 defined as follows. Given three points t 1 , t 2 , t 3 and a rotation matrix A ∈ SO 3 the value of Φ is given by the orthogonal projections of
Our transversality condition follows if Φ transversally intersects the diagonal x 1 = x 2 = x 3 in (I 2 × {0}) 3 . We now apply a standard transversality argument, where we extend Φ to a function Φ : , we have π 12 (g(a)) = π 13 (g(a)), which means that these unit vectors cannot be opposites as required for
we have x 1 (g(a)) = 3 whose boundary lies on its (codimension one) faces. By abuse, we give this projection the same name, and for the rest of the paper we will work in the simplex ∆ 3 . Notice as well that Co i (I k ) is orientable since it is a codimension-0 submanifold of Co i (R k ), which is in turn orientable since it is diffeomorphic to the product ( . Thus, the linking number of these two manifolds is defined and will be independent of choices of these completions. We may now define our invariant.
For a knot, define ν 2 (K) to be µ 2 (ev 3 (K)).
A homotopy between f and g in AM 3 may again be deformed to be transverse to the collinearity conditions, and thus give rise to an oriented cobordism between the manifolds Co i [f ] and Co i [g]. Thus, µ 2 passes to a map π 0 (AM 3 (I 3 )) → Z. We next establish that this invariant encodes all of the information we may get about knotting in I 3 from the evaluation map ev 3 .
4.2. µ 2 is an isomorphism. By Theorem 3.8, π 0 (AM 3 (I 3 )) ∼ = π 3 (F ), where F is the homotopy fiber of the inclusion from
where the second map is projection onto a factor, are split so that π 3 (F ) is a subgroup of π 3 (S 2 ∨ S 2 ). That subgroup is isomorphic to the integers, with the isomorphism realized by sending an f :
, where a ∈ (S 2 ∨ * )\{ * } and b ∈ ( * ∨ S 2 )\{ * } are regular values of f . This observation lead us to our definition of µ 2 , and one could trace through the equivalence given by Theorem 3.8 in order to equate µ 2 with this linking number and thus show that µ 2 is an isomorphism. Note that to do this a good choice of embedding S 2 ∨S 2 ⊂ R 3 \{a, b} is with one sphere is centered at b of radius |a−b|/2, and the second sphere is centered at a of radius 3|a − b|/2. We prefer an indirect but shorter approach, which takes advantage of our computations from Section 6. 
where the maps (1) and (2) are isomorphisms of sets and the maps (3), (4), and (5) are homomorphisms.
We first indicate how this theorem leads to the main result of this subsection.
Corollary 4.12. The map µ 2 is an isomorphism.
Proof. Chasing through the diagram in Theorem 4.11 we see that µ 2 is a homomorphism since it is the composite of two bijections, the inverses to (1) and (2), with the homomorphisms (3), (4), and (5). In Theorem 6.12 below, we show that µ 2 takes on the value one (for the evaluation map of the trefoil knot) and thus must be an isomorphism.
Proof of Theorem 4.11. We define the maps in the diagram.
(1) The map (1) is the map on π 0 of the induced map on corealizations of the composite map of ∆ n -spaces
• , which is shown to be an equivalence in Theorem 3.8.
(2) Because all of the boundary terms of F
• are contractible, we may induct over the skeleta of ∂∆ 3 to show that the inclusion of φ|F
• | is an equivalence, and thus define (2) as the induced isomorphism. (3) The map (3) is a case of a general construction which we now recall.
If M is a space of maps from ∆ n to X whose restriction to ∂∆ n is prescribed, M is homotopy equivalent to Ω n X as follows. Fix one particular f ∈ M. Define the "gluing with f " map Γ f : M → Ω n X by having Γ f (g) : S n = ∆ n ∪ ∂ ∆ n → X restrict to f on the first ∆ n and g on the second.
The map (3) is π 0 (Γ ev3(U ) ). It is an isomorphism of sets since Γ ev3(U ) is a homotopy equivalence. In fact we use this isomorphism to define the group structure on π 0 (φ|C 
where the vertical arrows are used to define the group structures on π 0 of φ|F 3
• | and φ|C
• | and the bottom arrow is a homomorphism on π 0 since it is a map of three-fold loop spaces. (5) Finally, the map (5) is defined by taking an f :
, homotoping it so that its image is in C 3 (I 3 ) (whose inclusion in C 3 [I 3 , ∂] is a homotopy equivalence) and transverse to Co 1 and Co 3 , and then taking lk S 3 (Co 1 (f ), Co 3 (f )). In general, sending π n (M ) to Z by taking the linking number of the preimages of two disjoint closed submanifolds of M (which itself need not be closed) whose codimensions add to n + 1 is a homomorphism, so in particular (5) is a homomorphism. It is straightforward to check that the maps as constructed commute since ev 3 (U ) has empty collinearity submanifolds, and this completes the proof.
The invariant is finite type two
We show the invariant is type two by computing directly that its third derivative (in the sense of finite-type invariant theory) is zero. We find it convenient to speak of the linking number of a colored 1-manifold L, which is a 1-manifold with a decomposition into two disjoint submanifolds L 1 , L 2 rather than the linking number between two manifolds. The linking number lk(L) is defined as lk(L 1 , L 2 ). Given a subset, N ⊂ R 3 , one defines L ∩ N to be the colored submanifold which is decomposed as L 1 ∩ N, L 2 ∩ N . We will need the following easy lemma, which we state without proof.
Lemma 5.1. Let L 1 and L 2 be two colored 1-manifolds as above, and suppose that they agree except in some open set
Notice that by definition, N ∩ L 1 and N ∩ L 2 have endpoints which agree on ∂N , so that (
is a closed colored link in R 3 whose components are not necessarily smooth or embedded, but are disjoint so that their the linking number makes sense. Proof. We show that for every knot K and a set of three crossing changes c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , that the associated alternating sum vanishes:
where [3] denotes the set {1, 2, 3} and K σ denotes the knot obtained from K by applying crossing changes c i where i ∈ σ. We will also use the notation K a=a1a2a3 in place of K σ , where a i ∈ {0, 1} and a i = 1 ⇔ i ∈ σ. The three crossing changes are supported in balls B i , 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, which may be assumed to not be collinear.
Definition 5.3. Let a = a 1 a 2 a 3 ∈ {0, 1} 3 , and let S ⊂ [3] . Let γ S (a) be the colored codimension zero submanifold of the colored 1-manifold Co 1 (K a ) ∪ Co 3 (K a ) which consists of those collinearities of three points of K a which intersect the knot inside B i if and only if i ∈ S.
Notice that γ 123 (a) = ∅ by the noncollinearity of the balls. In general, the γ S have the following easily verified property:
Our strategy is to rearrange the terms of the alternating sum of Equation (1) so that we may apply this observation to cancel terms. By definition
Changing the knot inside B 1 will only affect γ 1 , γ 12 , and γ 13 by Remark (2) . So, by Lemma 5.1 if a = (0a 2 a 3 ) and b = (1a 2 a 3 ) then
If we denote the expression on the right-hand side of (4) by D α where α = (a 2 a 3 ) ∈ {0, 1} 2 , then the alternating sum in Equation (1) These last two expressions differ by a modification of the knot in B 3 , but the colored manifolds γ S involved are such that 3 ∈ S, and hence by Remark (2) the expressions are equal, as desired.
Examples
Clearly if K is the unknot, ν 2 (K) = 0, since any reasonably simple generic embedding of the unknot has no collinear triples. In this section we will compute ν 2 (K) directly for the trefoil and figure eight knots. To do so, one could parametrize these knots and solve the systems of equations which arise from collinearity conditions. Indeed as explained further at the end of Section 7, one application of our work is to, for example, bound the value of the degree two Vassiliev invariant of a knot which is parametrized by polynomials of a given degree. We prefer to take a slightly less explicit but more geometric approach by choosing embeddings with certain monotonicity properties, which are depicted in figures 6.1 and 6.2. Throughout this section we give full arguments for the trefoil but leave the entirely analogous arguments for the figure eight to the reader. This analysis will proceed first by finding boundary points of the collinearity submanifolds, and will ultimately highlight the fact that quadrisecants of the knot may play an essential role in computation of the invariant, a theme which is fully developed in the next section. 
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The plane into which the knot is projected will be given the coordinates x 1 and x 2 , and the coordinate that points out of the (x 1 , x 2 )-plane will be the x 3 coordinate. In Figures 6.1 and 6.2 the x 3 = 0 points of the embedding are specified by dots, five for the trefoil and seven for the figure eight. It will simplify the complexity of the collinearity submanifolds to assume that between each of the dots the coordinate function x 3 (t) strictly increases and then strictly decreases or vice-versa. collinear triples on (0 = 1) and (3 = 4) strata.
In Figures 6.3 and 6 .4 all the collinear triples (f (t 1 ), f (t 2 ), f (t 3 )) where either t 1 = 0 or
, one can label any collinear triple by the number t ∈ I, such that the line segment [f (0), f (t)] contains one point of the knot K in its interior. In the case of the trefoil there are no collinear triples for t ∈ [0, 6 ] since x 3 (t) is decreasing on that interval. There is the one solution in [ are indicated. In all these figures, points corresponding to Co 2 [f ] are systematically ignored. On these strata collinear triples coincide with t such that the tangent line to K at f (t) intersects the knot at a point other than f (t). In the case of the trefoil, we can deduce from boundary value and monotonicity arguments that there are tangential collinear triples corresponding to t ∈ [ Now that we have the boundary structure of the Co i [f ] for the trefoil and figure-eight knots, we need to understand the interior structure. As usual, this can be understood from the crossing structure of a projection of these links. The following lemma is simple and extremely useful. 
on L with t * 2 = t 2 and t * 3 = t 3 , since their projections under ρ agree. Because t * 2 = t 2 and t * 3 = t 3 , we have L * = L so in fact the four points f (t 1 ), f (t * 1 ), f (t 2 ) and f (t 3 ) are all collinear. quadrisecants. Figures 6.8 and 6 .9 display all the quadrisecants on these knots. For the trefoil, parametrize the knot so that the points where x 3 (t) = 0 are t ∈ { , 1], which is sketched in Figure 6 .8. Figure 6 .10. 
t 1 t 2 t 3 Co 1 [f ] ∪ Co 3 [f ] ⊆ ∆ 3 f = trefoil
quickly reduces to the sign of the above determinant. This analysis gives us the orientations in the figures, which allows us to establish the following. Theorem 6.12. For the trefoil knot ν 2 is +1, and for the figure-eight knot ν 2 = −1 − 1 + 1 = −1. Corollary 6.13. The self-linking invariant, ν 2 (K) is equal to the z 2 coefficient of the Alexander-Conway polynomial, c 2 (K).
Proof. The space of type two invariants is spanned by the Conway coefficient c 2 and the constant function 1, which have independent values on the unknot and the trefoil. By Theorem 5.2, ν 2 is type two. Both ν 2 and c 2 vanish on the unknot and take value 1 on the trefoil, and therefore must coincide.
Quadrisecants
In the last section it was clear that the key to computing ν 2 (K) was identifying crossings of Co 1 (K) and Co 3 (K), which by Lemma 6.7 correspond to quadrisecants on the knot. In this section we elaborate on this to compute ν 2 (K) by counting quadrisecants of K. We end this section with a result on quadrisecants of a closed knot and applications to stick number of a knot.
The subspace of C 4 (I 3 ) consisting of configurations of four points which are collinear has precisely twelve components. If (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 ) is a quadrisecant, orient the line on which they sit by the convention that the vector x 2 − x 1 be positively oriented. A choice of orientation determines a permutation of {1, 2, 3, 4} given by σ(i) = j if the i-th point on the line is x j . Note the permutations achieved are precisely the permutations such that σ(2) > σ(1), and there are twelve of these.
Definition 7.1. Let C 4 denote the subspace of C 4 (R 3 ) consisting of collinear configurations labeled by the 4-cycle (1342). Let K ⊆ I 3 be a knot, parametrized by f : I → I 3 . We associate a sign x to a quadruple x = (f (t 1 ), f (t 2 ), f (t 3 ), f (t 4 )) ∈ C 4 by defining it to be the sign of the determinant of the 2 × 2 matrix:
With this sign convention in hand, we give an alternate definition of our self-linking invariant. We next investigate such crossings. As in Lemma 6.7, denote the two preimages of the crossing point by (t * 1 , t * 2 , t * 3 ) and (t 1 , t 2 = t * 2 , t 3 = t * 3 ). We deduce, by the definitions of Co i [f ] and the fact that Co 3 [f ] is the over strand, that t * 1 > t 1 with f (t * 3 ) between f (t * 1 ) and f (t * 2 ) and f (t 1 ) between f (t * 2 ) and f (t * 3 ) on the same line L . With respect to L's orientation we have the order relation f (t * 1 ) < f (t * 3 ) < f (t * 2 ) so the only possible order relation for the f (t i )'s on L is f (t 3 ) < f (t 1 ) < f (t 2 ) since only the t 1 coordinate changes. Therefore, we have the order relation f (t *
2 ) on L and thus our permutation is σ x = (1342).
The sign of x is straightforward to justify. As argued above, we are counting the transverse intersection number ev 4 (C 4 (K)) ∩ C 4 . Orient C 4 (K) using the standard product orientation of its domain and C 4 by making the identification
and giving it the product orientation. Both C 4 (K) and C 4 have trivial tangent bundles, given by the above product structures. Thus, the points in the transverse intersection ev 4 (C 4 (K)) ∩ C 4 have orientations given by the sign of the determinant of the basis consisting of the two trivializations,
which rapidly reduces to the formula in the statement of the proposition.
We now turn our attention to closed knots, which are smooth embeddings of S 1 in R 3 .
Definition 7.3. Let K denote the convex hull of the knot and define the set of external points of the knot to be K ∩ ∂K.
The external points of a knot generically consists of a finite number of closed intervals provided the knot is non-trivial.
Given an oriented closed knot K with parametrization f : S 1 → R 3 and an external point p ∈ K, linearly order the points in K − {p} using the ordering induced by the orientation of K. Consider the component of
] is transverse to C 4 , we can give a point in the intersection x ∈ C 4 (K) ∩ C 4 such that x = (f (t 1 ), f (t 2 ), f (t 3 ), f (t 4 )) a sign x exactly as in Definition 7.1.
Lemma 7.4. With conventions as above,
Proof. Translate and scale the knot so that its image lies in I 3 . "Open" the knot at p to give a long knot f : I → I 3 . Notice that when we open the knot to createf we may create new quadrisecants, but by design the associated permutation σ x of these quadruples must fix either 1 or 4. Thus the sum x∈C4(K)∩C4 x is is precisely ν 2 (f ), which by Corollary 6.13 is c 2 (f ).
We now establish that the (1342)-quadrisecants of knots with boundary correspond to a special kind quadrisecant of closed knot. Definition 7.5. Let L be an oriented line that intersects an oriented knot K in four points P = {p 0 , . . . , p 3 } = {x 1 , . . . , x 4 }, where the subscripts of x i 's are determined by the orientation of L and the subscripts of p i 's (which are understood modulo four) are consistent with the cyclic ordering given by
. We call P an NSNS quadrisecant if p i − m and p i+1 − m are negative multiples of each other for all i.
Perhaps a better name for NSNS quadrisecants would be alternating quadrisecants, but the term NSNS is prevalent in the literature. Note that this definition is invariant under the action the subgroup (1234), (14)(23) ⊂ S 4 on indices.
Definition 7.6. Let K and L intersect in an NSNS-type quadrisecant P as above. We call the component of K \ P that has boundary equal to {x 2 , x 3 } the middle component of the quadrisecant on K. Proof. If p is an external point making x into a (1342)-labeled quadrisecant, it is clear that it is of type NSNS. If, on the other hand, L is a line intersecting K in an NSNS-quadrisecant, and p ∈ C is an external point, begin assigning a cyclic ordering to the points of x by giving the label 1 to the first point of x that occurs after p in the ordering of K. Notice that the label 4 must be between the points labeled 1 and 2 as this is a cyclic ordering and 2 and 4 must occur on the same side of the midpoint m. Thus the permutation associated to this quadrisecant is σ x = (1342).
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denote the component where a configuration (t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , t 4 ) has the cyclic ordering t 1 ≤ t 2 ≤ t 3 ≤ t 4 ≤ t 1 . Let us also be more definite about the labelling of points in an NSNS quadrisecant P = L ∩ K from Definition 7.5. Choose {p 0 , . . . , p 3 } = P so that the boundary of the middle component C of P on K is {+p 0 , −p 3 }, as in Figure 7 .7. Let v = p 1 − p 0 , and let p i be the unit tangent vector of K at p i . Also, we may assume K ∩ ∂K consists of a finite number of components and let n L be the number of components of C ∩ ∂K.
] is transverse to C 4 , and K ∩ ∂K consists of a finite collection of intervals then
where the sum is taken over lines L that intersect K in an NSNS-type quadrisecant.
Proof. Combining Lemmas 7.4 and 7.8, the above sum is simply Remark. A simpler proof than the one we gave earlier that this invariant is type two can be given using the above quadrisecant summation formula. This stems from the fact that counting quadrisecants on the embedding level is type 2. Bar-Natan, Hutchings, and D. Thurston had conjectured a corresponding invariant at the level of isotopy.
Corollary 7.10. Given a knot S 1 → R 3 that has a non-zero z 2 coefficient in its Alexander-Conway polynomial, then there exists an NSNS quadrisecant of the knot Proposition 7.9 gives a partial converse to the main results of [28, 27, 24] , in which a knot is shown to be trivial if it has no quadrisecants. Corollary 7.10 resolves a special case the conjecture of Pannwitz [28] that NSNS quadrisecants exist for all non-trivial knots. The full conjecture has recently been resolved in the dissertation of Denne [9] , which is currently being written.
We give simple applications of these results to bounding the complexity of minimal polygonal and polynomial realizations of a knot. The stick number of a knot is the minimum number of line segments among all piecewise linear knots equivalent to a given one in R 3 . There are various relationships known between the stick number of a knot and other invariants of the knot which are difficult to compute such as the crossing number. See [29] for a survey of known results on the stick number of knots.
Let K be a polygonal knot. If L is a straight line that intersects K in precisely four points, then all the points of K ∩ L sit on different line segments in K. We associate to L a set seg(L) consisting of the four line segments of K that contain K ∩ L. Lemma 7.11. A polygonal knot in general position has finitely many quadrisecants. The function L −→ seg(L), is at most two-to-one.
Proof. Let f i (t) = x i +tv i for some x i ∈ R 3 and v i ∈ R 3 −{0} and t ∈ I be parametrizations of line segments of K for i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Apply a small isotopy of K so that any three of the four vectors v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , v 4 are linearly independent. Now consider the extensions of f i to all of R, and restrict our attention to the first three functions f 1 , f 2 , f 3 . There are three cases we can consider:
Case 1) The images of the f i are disjoint. Case 2) One pair, say f 1 and f 2 intersect in a point, and Case 3) f i intersects f i+1 for i ∈ {1, 2}. In case 1, there is a unique affine-linear transformation T of R 3 such that T • f 1 (t) = (t, 0, 0), T • f 2 (t) = (0, t, 1) and T • f 3 (t) = (1, 1, t) . Affine-linear transformations do not change collinearity properties, so without loss of generality we can restrict ourselves to studying quadrisecants of these three lines and an arbitrary f 4 (t) = x 4 + tv 4 . The closure of the union of all lines L which intersect each of im(f i ) for i ∈ {1, 2, 3} is the algebraic variety V = {(x, y, z) ∈ R 3 : (x + z − 1)y = xz}. Moreover, every point in V belongs to at most one line that intersects each of im(f i ) for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Therefore, a straight line L that intersects im(f i ) for i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} corresponds to a point in the intersection V ∩ im(f 4 ). Because V is a quadratic surface V ∩ im(f 4 ) can consist of 0, 1, 2 or an infinite number of points. Since V is a ruled surface, infinite intersections V ∩ im(f 4 ) occur only when im(f 1 ) ⊂ V which is a codimension three condition, not occurring generically. This proves the theorem in case 1.
Case 2 and 3 are almost identical to case 1. In case 2, we can use an affine-linear transformation to convert the straight lines f 1 , f 2 , f 3 into the family f 1 (t) = (t, 0, 0), f 2 (t) = (0, t, 0) and f 3 (t) = (1, 1, t). In this case the algebraic variety of collinear triples is a subvariety of {(x, y, z) : x = y or z = 0}, and the result follows immediately. In case 3, we use an affine linear transformation to convert the first three line segments to f 1 (t) = (t, 0, 0), f 2 (t) = (0, t, 0) and f 3 (t) = (0, 1, t), making the variety of collinear triples {(x, y, z) : z = 0 or x = 0}. Theorem 7.12. Given a PL knot K, let n(K) be the number of line segments in K. Then
Proof. Provided the knot K is in general position, we can assume it has a finite number of quadrisecants, and that no quadrisecant has a point in the 0-skeleton K 0 of K. Let K be the epsilon-smoothing of the knot K, which is a smooth knot such that if B (v) is the epsilon ball about a vertex v of K, then K − ∪ v∈K 0 B (v) = K − ∪ v∈K 0 B (v) and the knots K ∩ B (v) and K ∩ B (v) are isotopic in a restricted sense.
Notice that for some > 0, K has all the quadrisecants of K, and we leave it to the reader to argue that it can have no more NSNS-quadrisecants using compactness of the segments of K and the fact that none of the quadrisecants intersect K 0 . Because K satisfies the criteria of Lemma 7.4, K satisfies the criteria of Lemma 7.11, and both knots have exactly the same collection of NSNS-quadrisecants, the inequality comes immediately from the fact that the function L −→ seg(L) is at most two to one.
In a similar vein is the following theorem. Theorem 7.13. Let K be a long knot R 1 → R 3 parametrized by polynomials of degree n with leading coefficient 1. If ev 4 (K) is transverse to C 4 then |c 2 (K)| ≤ (2n) 4 .
Proof. If x(t), y(t) and z(t) parametrize the knot, then a collinearity at times t 1 , . . . , t 4 translates to a solution to a system of equations including for example (x(t 1 ) − x(t 2 )) (y(t 2 ) − y(t 3 )) = (y(t 1 ) − y(t 2 )) (x(t 2 ) − x(t 3 )) .
There are four such equations, each of degree 2n so Bezout's theorem implies that if there are finitely many solutions there are at most (2n) 4 .
Using Propositions 7.2 and 7.9 to find relationships between |c 2 | and more subtle and geometric but less computable invariants is worthy of further study. The bounds we have just obtained for polygonal and polynomials knots are likely not the best possible. It also seems reasonable that one might be able to get a lower-bound on the total curvature of a knot using the above results on quadrisecants for a knot. According to István Fáry [12] , perhaps the first proof of the Fáry-Milnor theorem is due to Heinz Hopf. Fáry mentions that the key part of Hopf's unpublished proof is the quadrisecant result of Pannwitz.
We conclude our paper with illustrations of Proposition 7.9.
All L = +1, 4 L have n L = 2 and 12 L have n L = 1, π 0 K ∩ ∂K = 4
